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Saturday, October 22, 2022 

9:00a-10:00a  How to Post Persuasively                                        

Let's talk about how you can post on social media powerfully and               

persuasively without annoying people in today's complex times. We are 34 

times more persuasive face-to-face and interactive. Come learn some 

posting tools that will help your engagement liven up.  

Jen Zucker  

10:15a-11:30a  Building a Web of Chorus Information               

We will zoom into the free Google Suite to see how to build a web of        

documents, spreadsheets, and forms that can be used with prospective 

members, current members, and handed off to new chorus leadership to 

ensure retention of chorus knowledge and processes! This will be an          

interactive course where we will collectively build a document that             

represents a chorus structure to illustrate the kinds of information that 

might benefit your chorus.  

 

Kim Alley  

11:30a-1:00p  Lunch Break   

1:00p-2:00p  The Mysterious Music Category                         

When you hear the phrase “Music Category”, do you get chills up your 

spine? Are you haunted by the Circle of 5ths? Are you spooked when you 

hear an Augmented 4th? Be afraid no more as you zoom into what’s brewing 

with the Music Category.   

Mary Ashford  

2:15p-3:15p  Courageously Choosing Contest Music           

Are you bewitched, bothered and bewildered at the thought of choosing 

contest music? Do you howl at the moon with having to sing last year’s     

contest song yet again? Do you scream at the thought of taking a chance 

with an unfamiliar ballad? It is time to release those fears and zoom in for 

the recipe for the vessel with the pestle that has the musical brew that is 

true.  

Mary Ashford  

FALL FESTIVAL SCHEDULE 

2022 
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR ACCESSING CLASS LINKS 

Click on the title of the class.  You will be taken to a Zoom registration page.  Enter your name and e-mail address, then 

click on “Register.”  You will be taken to the Zoom meeting.  You will need to register for every class, but the name and 

e-mail address will be pre-filled after you register for the first one, so you will only need to click on “Register” to be 

taken to the Zoom meeting. 

https://us02web.zoom.us/meeting/register/tZUtdeCgrjIoHdQmqlSH3wFcF_0hGyEt7EbQ
https://us02web.zoom.us/meeting/register/tZUtdeCgrjIoHdQmqlSH3wFcF_0hGyEt7EbQ
https://us02web.zoom.us/meeting/register/tZUtdeCgrjIoHdQmqlSH3wFcF_0hGyEt7EbQ
https://us02web.zoom.us/meeting/register/tZUtdeCgrjIoHdQmqlSH3wFcF_0hGyEt7EbQ


 

 

9:00a-10:00a  Moving Air into Sound                                   

No longer referred to as an "Attack"; moving air into sound takes us through 

the process of inhalation, pre-sound, initial sound and carries that 

"CAP" (constant air pressure) throughout the entire word sound and complete 

phrase. This process affects (3 of the 4 Judging categories directly) 1. Sound 

Category – “Energized vocal line” and “tone flow” 2.  Music – “Musical artistry” 

3. Expression – “lyrical flow”  

Laura Pallas-Singer  

10:15a-11:15a Marking Your Music for Success              

You don't have to mark all your music...just the parts you want to sing 

well!  Ok, that statement is a big challenge but the premise is, the better 

your map, the better you can navigate.  So understanding basic level markings 

like when you are on "do" or "octaves" or intermediate level markings like 

your tuning [Pythagorean].  And even being exposed to advance level markings 

like "duets" or "swipes" or "enharmonics". If you analyze a beautiful poem, 

sometimes by taking it apart, you can put it back together with more depth of 

understanding.  This is what marking your music for success can offer. Your 

Music for Success  

 

Laura Pallas-Singer  

11:15a-Noon  Open Forum                                                 

This time is reserved for you to share your desires for education from the    

Region. Let's talk about what you think would be most beneficial to your      

continued Barbershop education.  

Tammy Ragsdale  

FALL FESTIVAL SCHEDULE 

2022 
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3:30p-4:45p  Judging: Behind the Scenes                           

Why would you want to be a judge? How do you become one of these judge 

people? What happens after they agree to let you into the inner sanctum? 

How do you stay in the judging program?  Is it true that judges are paid to 

judge?  Is it true that judges want red lipstick and sequins, old fashioned 

songs and all the right notes and words? (Okay, yes to the last one.) This is 

YOUR CHANCE to ask those questions you've always wanted to know about 

judges, the judging process and what happens behind the scenes.  

Bobbette Gantz  

4:45p-5:00p  Wrap-up  Tammy Ragsdale  

Sunday, October 23, 2022 

Saturday, October 22, 2022 (continued) 

https://us02web.zoom.us/meeting/register/tZwodOyorT4tGNe90hWlkw4gy9AaUcNr4T1s
https://us02web.zoom.us/meeting/register/tZwodOyorT4tGNe90hWlkw4gy9AaUcNr4T1s
https://us02web.zoom.us/meeting/register/tZwodOyorT4tGNe90hWlkw4gy9AaUcNr4T1s
https://us02web.zoom.us/meeting/register/tZUtdeCgrjIoHdQmqlSH3wFcF_0hGyEt7EbQ
https://us02web.zoom.us/meeting/register/tZUtdeCgrjIoHdQmqlSH3wFcF_0hGyEt7EbQ


 

 

FACULTY 

 

Jen Zucker has been a member of Sweet Adelines for 17 years! She has sung in three different 
choruses, Velvet Hills in Colorado Springs CO, skyline course in Denver Colorado and LadyLluck 
Showtime Chorus in Las Vegas, Nevada! Jen has held many positions from chorus management 
team, regional management, and has also been a part of a few international task forces and 
initiatives. In her career, she has been focused on social media very heavily, and has seen the 
changes in the last couple years. She is the Sr. Director of Field sales for the west region for 
Younique Products. She trains and coaches on selling and recruiting daily with  social media and in 
person. She has been married for 26 years and has just sent her daughter off to A Performing Arts 
College to get her BFA in Hollywood! 
 

Kim Alley is your current Region 11 Team Coordinator and a member of the Santa Monica 
Chorus. She is obsessed with horror movies and creating processes, some would say they are 
basically the same thing. She loves all things technology-related and is passionate about helping 
others learn how to use it in their lives. 

 

Mary Ashford’s earliest musical memories were growing up listening to Ella Fitzgerald, Sarah 
Vaughn and other incredible jazz musicians. Her background included playing woodwinds and 
singing her way from elementary school right into college. From there, she toured Europe with the 
84th Army Band in Stuttgart, Germany. In 1996, Mary discovered Sweet Adelines and became a 
member of the Region 11 ChannelAire Chorus. While singing with ChannelAire, she also co-directed 
the South Valley Sound Chorus, another Region 11 Chorus, for nearly a decade. She also sang with 
the Harborlites Chorus for several years. Quartet experience includes singing Bass with the 
International top ten quartet, Shimmer!, and several other fine quartets. In 2010, Mary joined the 
Judging Program (Music Category). She is currently the Master Director of Carpe Diem Chorus. 
Carpe Diem became an official SAI chorus in 2014. Just 6 months later, the Carpe Diem Chorus 
won the 2015 Region 11 Chorus Championship, and became the smallest chorus (20 singers) in the 
75-year history of Sweet Adelines to win a regional championship. In 2017, the 26 women of the 
Carpe Diem Chorus competed at the International Harmony Classic Competition and brought home 
the GOLD! We are honored to be the 2017 International Small Chorus Champions! Beyond Sweet 
Adelines, Mary and her wife, Lee, enjoy walks on their private beach, pickleball and their two beyond 
adorable cats, Beanie and Samuel. 

 

 

Bobbette Gantz has been a member of Sweet Adelines since 1966.  She is a Master Director 
having taken West Valley and ChannelAire choruses to multiple Regional Championships and the 
International Top 10.  She is a Certified Sound Judge and served for several years as the Sound 
Category Specialist as well as judging for slightly more than 50 years.  She has judged in almost 
every Region and served on many International Panels including as part of the Quartet panel  in 
Phoenix as well as the Resource Judge for the Chorus Contest…more about those behind the 
scenes activities in her class. 
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Laura Pallas-Singer has earned the title of "Master Director" of the Santa Monica Chorus. She 

is an accomplished musician, performer, and regional Champion and international competitor who 

specializes in vocal production and technique. She holds an M.F.A. in Vocal Performance, is a 

member of the Sweet Adelines Regional Faculty, and coaches quartets and choruses around the 

country. Laura also sang lead in West Side Story and Naturally, Region 11 Quartet Champi-

ons and 2022 International competitor Gotta Sing!. Laura is the proud recipient of the 2017 Region 

11 “Noteworthy Award” and has recently been invited to be a member of The Dominant Music Club, 

a group of professional women in music. 

 

Tammy Ragsdale, Director of Verdugo Hills Chorus, is truly a "musical" director!  She is a 41-
year member of Sweet Adelines International (and that's a lot of singing!), and has passed the      
Director Certification Program through Sweet Adelines International. She achieved the prestigious 
level of Master Director in the 2015 Regional Contest, with a chorus score of 600!  Tammy also 
sings tenor with the highly talented quartet, Eclectic Mix. 

 

 

 

FACULTY 

(continued) 
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https://verdugohillschorus.org/Eclectic_Mix
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CHOOSING CONTEST MUSIC: 

WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW ABOUT YOUR QUARTET OR CHORUS: 

 

Rangy pait ines 

Baritone above lead for extended passages Baritone & lead crossing 
back & forth repeatedly 

1/2 
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Choosing Music - Lynnell Diamond 

 

Sightsing each part line. Are they fairly easy to sightread? Is each part in the strongest range for your group? 
Are the part lines mostly smooth, with limited jumps? Part lines that jump around are challenging to sing 
well. If you're a high-achieving group, you may be able to handle it, but for most groups, this will cause 
problems. 

Look for intricate rhythm patterns. Syncopation can be very exciting for the listener, but not all groups are 
capable of doing it well. See if you can clap the rhythm without stumbling. 

Look at the intro and tag. Do they enhance the song without overwhelming it? Some arrangements being 
performed in competition today have such busy intros and tags (especially tags!) that the song itself 
gets lost in the "busyness" of the arrangement. Be sure the song is what's being clearly presented to the 
listener. 

Analyze the form, chord structure, chord voicings, and voice leading as explained in the JCDB. If you don't 
have the knowledge to do this, ask someone to do it for you, or to help you do it. This could be someone in 
your group with knowledge of music theory, or your coach, or an arranger. Be patient - just like you, 
these people are very busy and sometimes pulled in many directions at once. Offer some compensation - 
their time and expertise are worth paying for. 

Finally, if the arrangement has passed inspection and you believe it may be a good choice for you, learn the 
song and see how it fits and feels on you. Just as with clothes, this is the true test. A rule of thumb is that if 
the song is right for you, it will be easy to learn and enjoyable to sing. If it's too hard, it will never feel or 
sound right for you. If it's a little challenging but you love it, then go for it. If it's too easy and you quickly 
get bored with it, look for something else. There are plenty of choices out there. 

Finding the right music will never be easy, but it's not as HARD as we sometimes make it. And when you 
find the right one, it's a gift. 
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Contest Songs Suitable for Groups by Current Scoring Level 

 

Though these songs are suggested for specific levels, each group should look at the arrangement with the 

capabilities of their own group in mind. These lists are by no means definitive – there are other songs out 

there that may be appropriate, as well. 

 

Also, though each of these songs is listed in a scoring-level group, they must be performed well to score 
well. Taking a song from the B-B+ list is no guarantee that you’ll score at that level! 

 

Caveats: This list is an opinion as a music judge. Feel free to get another judge’s opinion. This list has 

been edited to remove songs that are no longer admissible, but can't guarantee this list is up to date regard-

ing availability from SAI or admissibility under the SAT. 

 

For Groups Scoring at C level and below: 

 

(These songs are published by Sweet Adelines International) BALLADS 

All By Myself  

I’m All Alone 

My Mother’s Eyes 

When I Leave the World Behind  

UPTUNES 

Ain’t We Got Fun  

Baby Face 

Don’t Sit Under the Apple Tree  

Every Street’s a Boulevard  

Give My Regards to Broadway 

I’m the One You’re Looking For  

Lucky Day 

Side by Side  

Sunny Side Up 

That’s My Weakness Now 
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Contest Songs Suitable for Groups by Current Scoring Level (continued) 

 

For groups scoring C & C+ 

 

BALLADS 

 

April Showers 

Back in the Old Routine  

Chase the Rain Away 

I Tried to Forget You in Vain  

Old Teddy Bear 

That Wonderful Mother of Mine  

We’ll Gather Lilacs 

When I Grow Too Old To Dream  

When I Leave the World Behind 

You Can Have Every Light on Broadway  

UPTUNES 

Back in Those Days Gone By 

Bring Back Those Horse & Buggy Days  

By the Beautiful Sea 

Give ‘em a Show They’ll Never Forget  

He’s a Devil in His Own Home Town  

Sitting On Top of the World 
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For Groups Scoring B-/B 

BALLADS 

 

All the World and It’s Gold  

Athlone 

Auld Lang Syne  

Bandstand in Central Park  

Lonesomest Girl in Town  

My Old Pal 

Old Songs, Old Friends  

Only In My Dreams  

Over The Rainbow  

When I Lost You 

 

UPTUNES 

Cry Baby  

Flirty Eyes  

Goody Goody 

Jeepers Creepers 

Moment I Saw Your Eyes 

Please Don’t Talk About Me When I’m Gone  

Take Me To That Land Of Jazz 

Undecided 

Ya Gotta Know How to Love 
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For Groups Scoring B/B+ (and higher) 

BALLADS 

 

If You Love Me, Really Love Me  

I’m Alone Because I Love You  

My Mother’s Rocking Chair 

Oh, How I Miss You Tonight  

Once Upon A Time 

Singing Your Love Songs to Somebody Else  

Sweet Adeline 

There Goes My Heart  

Time After Time  

What’ll I Do 

When I Lost You  

UPTUNES 

After You’ve Gone Medley  

Changes Medley 

Honey’s Lovin’ Arms 

How Many Hearts Have You Broken 

I Told Them All About You/You Dear Medley  

Put Your Arms Around Me 

Red, Red Robin 
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Difficulty Factors: Women's Barbershop Arrangements 

Vicki Uhr 
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JUDGING CATEGORY JCDB – Sec. III–A 

DESCRIPTION BOOK Page 1 

INTERRELATIONSHIP OF THE JUDGING CATEGORIES 

Sound, music, expression and visual communication — the four judging categories — rein-
force, strengthen and interconnect. This overlapping of the various facets of each category is 
one of the strengths of the judging system. It is also one of the reasons that a Certified Judge in 
one category is able to serve in a different category when necessary. One has only to compare the 
printed scoresheets to verify the interrelationships. 

 

Each category necessarily focuses on a particular area and the majority of points within that 
category are allotted accordingly; however, a portion of each score is related to one or more other 
categories. For instance, tempo, phrasing, dynamics and emotional projection can be seen on 
both the music and expression category scoresheets. Breath support and vowels are found
on both sound and expression. Audience rapport and visual communication of a musi-
cal product, as found on the visual communication scoresheet, are directly related to the emo-
tional communication and artistic sound noted on the other scoresheets. Vocal skills are a com-
ponent of all four categories. 

 

Other interrelated facets of the four categories are not quite so obvious. When a barbershop ar-
rangement is constructed with incorrect or awkward harmonic progressions or weak chord 
voicings, the sound of the performing group will be adversely affected. Good harmony accu-
racy will be extremely difficult to achieve, as will good barbershop balance. Synchronization, 
good lyrical flow and the ability to use an adequate range of dynamics, which are prime ingre-
dients of the expression category, will also be affected by problems in the arrangement. Good 
visual communication entails the ability to capture an audience and deliberately evoke a favor-
able response. This ability will be seriously hampered if there are problems in the other three 
categories. 

 

When a performing group relies mostly on choreography to carry the weight of the visual com-
munication category, the other three categories may suffer. With total emphasis on choreogra-
phy, the physical energy that comes from natural body English and the dramatic impact of con-
tinued facial expressiveness is sometimes missing. When these two ingredients are includ-
ed in a performance, however, the sound gains new vitality, the lyrics seem to flow more smoothly 
and a larger variety of dynamics becomes easier to perform. 

 

If a performing group fails to observe the basic fundamentals of the sound category, the other 
three categories will also be affected. A performance that is chronically out of tune cannot possi-
bly earn a good score in any of the four categories. Even if the performers are beautifully 
groomed and costumed and use appropriate choreography, they will not be awarded a good 
score in visual communication if the judge and the audience are bombarded with inaccu-
rate singing. 

 

If we consider one of the ingredients for a good score in the expression category, a per-
forming group must sing together. That means starting and stopping each tone, word 
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JUDGING CATEGORY           JCDB – Sec. III–A 

DESCRIPTION BOOK          Page 2 

           (11-90) 

and diphthong at the same time. Without such synchronization, all categories will be adverse-
ly affected. Lyrics that are not sung with a flow are likely to be penalized in the music category 
as choppy phrasing. Poor lyrical flow or choppy phrasing may sometimes even be attributed to the 
type of choreography used by the performing group. 

 

Only in very rare instances will a performance score very high or very low in only one cate-
gory.  This  situation  could  conceivably  occur  if  a  totally  unacceptable song/
arrangement were performed very well in the other categories. The score given by the music 
judge would be much lower because of the unsuitability of the music. A very good barbershop 
song/arrangement performed in tune and in balance with good lyrical flow and a suitable
dynamic range might still receive a low score in the visual communication category be-
cause of very poor grooming or choreography in poor taste. 

 

It is evident that the four categories dovetail and enhance each other. The performing group 
that selects a good arrangement and follows the rules of the music category should receive a 
good score from the music judge; however, this can only be the case if that arrangement is 
performed in tune, with good synchronization, with musical and lyrical flow and with a visual 
performance that enhances and supports the music performance. 

 

Each of the four categories comprises one quarter of the potential total score. All four cate-
gories are equally important and each must receive equal attention from the per- former. 
The resulting performance will be rewarded in all categories. 
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Sweet Adelines International 

What To Look For In An Arrangement 

Suzy Lobaugh 

 

International Education Symposium 

 

I MUSIC SELECTION CHECKLIST  I 
· Rate the following from 1-5 with 1 being weak and 5 being strong. 

 

Interesting melody line? 
 

Clear message - tells an interesting story Appropriate 

message to the performing group? Rise and fall of the 

melody fits the lyric line? 

Challenges in the voice parts match strengths of performing group? Physical/

energy demands match the performing gro1,Jp's abilities Each voice part per-

forming in her optimal range most of the time? 
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Sweet Adelincs International         International Education Symposium 

What To Look For In An Arrangement Suzy Lobaugh      HW1dout Page l of4 

 

·  SINGABILITY GUIDELINES 
Overview of the song: 

 

• Range - individual voice parts and overall range of the song 

 

• Meter - simple or complex 
 

• Appropriate voicings 

 

• Logical part line flow (voice leading) 
 

• Places to breathe (especially on embellishments) 

 

• Melodic/lyric interest 

 

• Open vowels, singable consonants 

 

Intro and/or verse: 

 

• Establish the mood of the song 
 

• Grab attention - create interest in what's to come 

 

• Set up the story 

 

• Add interest and excitement 

 

• Fill empty spaces judiciously- places where accompaniment would be. 

 

• Provide transportation - connection between phrases 

• Key changes - add momentum, excitement, lift, re-set for the singer. 

Tag: 

• Provide satisfying finish (summarize and/or bring "full circle"). 

• Repeat the "punch line/message/"gist" 
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         Dale Syverson 

The elements of a solid wall of sound include: 

• consistent and consistently moving column of air 

• skillful use of resonance/sound shaping 

• vocal flexibility, including the ability to move smoothly through a register break 

• efficient use of articulators, especially the jaw and tongue (relaxed) 

Since it's a challenge to master the above skills, careful consideration of the following challenges is necessary when 
making your music choices: 

Range: Consider more than the highest note for the tenor and the lowest note for the bass. The song needs to help 
you show off the parts of your range that are the most skilled. 

Tessitura: The tessitura of each part line is a factor in the successful presentation of your skills when singing. For 
example, if the tessitura of the baritone part is constantly in head tone and this is not a decided strength, accuracy 
and synchronization usually suffer. 

Words per nanosecond: The basic (and extremely important) skill of singing vowel-to-vowel becomes very 
difficult in wordy passages. Without the skill to handle this, your sound will tend to become vertical and 
tuning and synchronization issues will occur. 

Awkward voicing: Beware of transposed arrangements that were originally meant to be sung by men. Without 
appropriate revoicing, many chords can be very difficult to balance. Watch for songs that have the baritone almost 
consistently above the lead and numerous chords voiced to the 10th and beyond. 

Really fast tempo: Be aware of the tempo needed for the finished product when you make your music choices. The 
faster a song goes, the fewer the beats to be stressed in order to maintain horizontal flow. Caution: Really fast tempo 
in combination with lots of words per nanosecond can be a really deadly combination if you don't have the ad-
vanced skills necessary to handle the challenges they present. 

Level of key change difficulty: Take time to examine the key changes in the songs you select. Charting Py-
thagorean values at the key changes will help you determine the difficulty level of each key change. If that's 
the only really P-tuning difficulty in the song, consult the arranger for the possibility of some help making it 
more doable for you by simplifying or even removing the key change. 
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Another suitable melody form: ABABC 

• Barbershop 7th Barbershop 9th 

Is there good opportunity for dynamic variance? 

• Repetitive melodies that stay within the middle rai1ge ai·e difficult choices. 

• Choose music where the mTangement mal<es use of open ai1d closed voicings to achieve dynan1ic contrast. 

Voice leading-Do the parts flow horizontally, malcing them more singable? 
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Directors Workshop 

 

Characteristics of Strong Contest Music (continued) 

 

Vowels 

Creativity 
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SEMINARS COMMITTEE 

RMT Events Coordinator ............................................................................... Colleen McCormick 

Seminar Manager ................................................................................................ Linda Ragsdale 

ASM/Awards/Novice Quartet Registrar ................................................................... Marilyn Kujat 

Registration ......................................................................................................... Cynthia Howlett 

Housing ......................................................................................................... Colleen McCormick 

Facilities ................................................................................................................... Tina Rowley 

Secretary ....................................................................................................... Martha Rasmussen 

Sourcebook Editor .................................................................................................... Judy Mellick 

Communications Coordinator ............................................................................... Dyanna Denari 

President Winners Circle ..................................................................................... Monica Tautkus 

Winners Circle Liaison ............................................................................................ Sally McLeish 

President Lady Luck Chorus ............................................................................. Lorraine Lederer 

Assisting Chorus Co-Chairs ................................................... Joy Beth Clarno and Marilyn Kujat 

RMT Finance Coordinator ................................................................................... Laura La Borde 

RMT Education Coordinator ............................................................................. Tammy Ragsdale 
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